Early-Warning UAV Threat Detection
and Solution Integration Services
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), also known as
Drones have become the latest technology to see
rapid growth in capabilities over the past few years.
Today, UAVs can be used for search-and-rescue,
media access, first responder assistance and
surveying/mapping applications. However,
they can be used for
nefarious purposes
as well, requiring
the many security and
law enforcement
organizations to become
diligent of what is flying in
their airspace.
There are documented cases where
UAV’s have assisted prisoners escape with tools
and cell phones, videos of UAV’s equipped with spy
cameras, guns, and even explosives. In fact, in
February 2016 the FAA senior advisor on UAV
Integration was quoted “The explosive growth of
the unmanned aircraft industry makes evaluating
detection technologies an urgent priority”.
Up until the proliferation of commercial drones, all
concentration for security was focused on groundlevel protection. However, UAVs have now
expanded the perimeter walls reach to include
aerial based protection with detection of UAVs the
first line in defense of this rapidly expanding threat
type

When examining available UAV detection
technologies, to achieve optimum threat
protection, an organizations checklist should
include:
• The ability to achieve locationing and
tracking of the threat to include operator.
• Ability to be used without need for
specialized licensing and/or skilled operator
• The ability to efficiently operate regardless
of environmental and topology conditions.
• The ability to integrate with multiple sensor
technologies through standards based
interfaces
• A system that presents everything on a
single pane of glass or integrated into
existing monitoring and control systems.

Sengex’s approach to UAV detection technologies
is simple: identify the customer’s objective,
understand the environment(s), and
work with the vendors and technologies that give
customers the best chance for success.
Sengex has concluded that there is no single
technology that will provide the detection
with the needed effectiveness and operate in all
environments. To that end, we have developed a
series of best practices and partnered with a
proven vendor to address our diverse customers'
needs.
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Figure One: DroneTracker platform for early-warning UAV Detection Device
Vulnerabilities and Risks

Sengex’s partner Dedrone, meets all the checklist requirements mentioned earlier. Dedrone’s
DroneTracker platform enables integration with the best sensor technologies to allow disparate sensors
to be integrated into a single system through standards based interfaces. DedroneTracker integration
with existing sensor vendors in conjunction with their own RF sensor offers a comprehensive “complete
solution” that combines sensor technologies such as RF, audio, RADAR, and cameras to produce a
multifaceted platform that can be modified to meet specific customer’s needs, their environments and
budgets.
Sengex’s THREAT (Threat Reduction Engineering and Assessment Team) services combined with variety of
DroneTracker FCC/FAA compliant off-the-shelf ready options will enable customers to prepare and deploy
before the fear of a threat becomes a reality. THREAT services for UAV detection include:
• Clearly identifying and understanding client needs and develop or tailoring available solution to
meet those needs
• Identifying solutions that not only address a need or problem, but also achieves optimum efficiency
in ongoing operation
• Provide turnkey engagement for install and validation of solution via our “Proof of Concept”
process all the way until system deployment and ongoing support
• Achieve maximum efficiency to overall security practices through
integration of solutions, or multiple technologies into existing
security operations.
With over 120+ years of combined experience in understanding and implementing threat security
technologies, Sengex’s THREAT for UAV detection ensures minimize disruption, enhance capabilities and
seamlessly integration of sensor technologies into daily operations against UAV-based air-borne threats.
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